60 minute workshops
Archaeological dig
During this session children
will explore different
archaeological contexts; they
will take part in a replica dig
and record details about
the object they ‘find’. They
will analyse the diet of an
individual by dissecting fake
‘poo’ and will use replica
artefacts to imagine the story of the past.

How did people
cook in the past?

Shelters

The workshop leader
will lead the children
back in time to the Iron
Age and will ask them
to assemble shelters in
our woodland using only
the naturally occurring
materials they find
around them. Children
will discuss the different
building materials
available and explore
the use of materials with
regard to: strength, water
protection, warmth and
comfort.

Chiltern Open Air Museum is a
registered charity no. 272381

Children will explore how people
lived in the past and the cooking
process and measuring that they
used. They will follow a recipe to
create simple griddle scones and
experience how to cook over an
open fire.

What was it like
in a Victorian
school?
Children will role-play the workshop
as Victorian children. They will
experience the manner and attitude
of a teacher from this time and take
part in a spelling and an arithmetic lesson. During the session
they will practice a copperplate writing style and explore adding
and subtracting with old-style money. They will be introduced
to artefacts from the Victorian era which specifically relate to the
discipline and punishments used in the Victorian classroom.

For further information visit www.coam.org.uk
To check available dates and book contact:
01494 875 542 or email enquiries@coam.org.uk

CHILTERN OPEN AIR MUSEUM
An award-winning learning experience
Create your own school theme day
Schools are able to create their own day based on workshop
sessions that suit their termly curriculum. Schools may either
choose three 40 minute workshops, or two of the longer
workshops to create their perfect day.

90 minute workshops
Iron Age life
This session introduces the Iron Age, with a focus on Iron Age settlements
and the growth of animal husbandry and farming. Children will grind
grain and create flatbreads which are cooked over the open fire in our
replica roundhouse; they create butter from cream and explore our
replica smelting works.

Stone Age
During the workshop children will: generate
pigments, cover a temporary shelter, practice the
skills necessary to start a fire and re-enact a hunt.
They will leave with a bracelet made during their
session.

Anglo Saxons
Children will learn how to build using Anglo Saxon
techniques. They will learn how significant the
written word became during this period and have
the opportunity to practice writing with a feather
quill and ink. They will create a replica brooch to
take home.

Inspiring their imaginations
www.coam.org.uk

40 minute workshops
Woodland insects
This workshop takes
place in and around our
extensive woodland.
During the workshop,
children will use
magnifying equipment
to look closely at the
woodland environment
and take note of the
simple life processes which occurs within this habitat. KS1
children will practice using a simple identification key and
KS2 children will take note of how the woodland insects have
adapted specifically to this environment.

Aquatic insects

How did we wash clothes before
washing machines?
This workshop takes place in our 1940s Prefab. Children will use
a wash-board, carbolic soap and cold water to clean a tea-cloth.
They will rinse their clothes using a prosser, use a mangle, and
will then hang their clothes out using Victorian pegs. Children will
have the opportunity to explore the Prefab kitchen and the wash
room in the Toll House, both of which display artefacts used in a
traditional wash day.

Toys and games
The objective of this workshop is to
explore the concept of play and leisure
from the viewpoint of a child in the past.
Children will contrast the differences
between richer and poorer children in
the past and learn that ‘poorer’ children
often created their toys from the materials around them. They
will develop an understanding that the craftsmanship involved in
making toys greatly increased the cost.

How do we create rag
rugs?

Lighting in
the past

The objective of this
workshop is to give a
brief history of lighting
from the time of the
Iron Age to the Victorian
era. Children will learn
about the different light
technologies in the past
and will make a beeswax
candle to take home.

Our pond dipping workshop takes place in and around our
pond area. During the workshop, children will use magnifying
equipment to look closely at the pond environment and take note
of the life processes, which occur, within this habitat. KS1 children
will practice using a simple identification key and KS2 children will
take note of how the aquatic insects have adapted specifically to
this environment.

Creating a
Victorian brick
The objective of this workshop is to
explore the properties of clay, learn
about the history of brick making and
imagine the life of a Victorian child
working in a Victorian brick factory.

The objective of this workshop is to explore
how families recycled their clothing to
create warm coverings for their floors.
Children will explore the concept of
recycling in a historical context.

Butter making
Children will explore how butter was made
in the past. They will explore artefacts used
during butter making and learn how milk
was collected and butter created historically.
They will make their own butter using
replica utensils.

What was it like
to live in a Toll
House?
Children will explore what it was like to
live as a Victorian family. They will learn the
role and job of a Toll Keeper and how his
home was adapted specifically for his use.
They will explore the context of a Victorian
kitchen and bedroom and learn about the
functions of a Victorian washroom. They
will then follow a learning trail around the
outside of the Toll House, discovering the
outside toilet and the plants grown in the
garden for medicinal purposes.

